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PUBLIC OUTREACH 
One of the primary goals of the Regional Transit Plan (RTP) is to identify alternatives and 
recommendations that would result in improvements to the system for existing riders and potentially 
attract new riders. In order to meet the needs of the riders, WRTA reached out to the public through a 
series of “Community Listening Sessions”, Mobile Workshops, a customer/rider satisfaction survey, and 
targeted stakeholder group meetings in order to better understand what the public’s transit needs and 
priorities are. The public input received from these efforts helped form the goals of the RTP, guide the 
alternative service scenarios to be examined, and prioritize WRTA service strategies. In addition, WRTA 
formed a Study Advisory Committee. This committee represented key stakeholder groups within the 
community and provided review and comment on chapters of the document as they were produced. 

Study Advisory Committee 
 WRTA formed and supported the development of a Study Advisory Committee to guide the 
development of this plan. Its members included local social service agencies, the chamber of commerce, 
the regional planning agency, labor organizations, transit riders and others.  A complete list of 
committee members and the organization/group they represent can be found in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Study Advisory/Steering Committee Members 
Name Organization 
Luz Vega Neighbor-to-Neighbor 
Robert Bower Mass. AFL-CIO 
W. Stuart Loosemore Worc. Regional Chamber of Commerce 
Jill Dagilis Community Action Council 
Anna Kosterski Mass. Commission for the Blind 
Margaret Morrissey Jacob Edwards Library-Southbridge 
Jayna Turchek Worc. Office Human Resource Devel. 
Mary Ellen Blunt Central MA Regional Planning Comm. 
Steve O’Neil WRTA 

 
Over the course of preparing the RTP, the Study Advisory Committee has met five times to discuss the 
development of the plan in addition to reviewing each chapter and providing feedback. The times, 
dates, and locations of these meetings can be found in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Study Advisory/Steering Committee Meetings 
Date Time Location 
April 15, 2014 3:30 PM WRTA Hub 
July 16, 2014 4:30 PM WRTA Hub 
August 20, 2014 4:30 PM WRTA Hub 
October 29, 2014 4:30 PM WRTA Hub 
April  xx, 2015 4:30 PM WRTA Hub 
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Public Involvement 
Public involvement for the Regional Transit Plan was extensive. In addition to the Study Advisory 
Committee, the WRTA embarked on an extensive outreach process that included seven Listening 
Sessions, Mobile Bus sessions in four neighborhoods, and incorporation of the past two year’s input 
received prior to implementation of new services in Southbridge, Grafton, Northbridge, Paxton, and 
Westborough. In each of these communities, outreach was extensive with numerous public meetings in 
each community and surveys of residents and employers. In addition, specific stakeholder groups, such 
as college students, were sought out for feedback. 
 
The Listening Sessions were held in the following locations: 

• 7/22/14 – 5:30-7:30 PM; Union Station, Worcester 
• 7/24/14 – 1:30-3:00 PM; Union Station, Worcester 
• 8/4/14 – 5:00-6:30 PM;  Centros Las Americas, Worcester 
• 8/7/14 – 5:30-7:00 PM;  Jacob Edwards Library, Southbridge 
• 8/12/14 – 1:00-2:30 PM ; Our Lady of the Angels, Worcester 
• 8/12/14 – 5:30-7:00 PM ; Union Station, Worcester 
• 8/14/14 – 1:00-2:00 PM ; South Worcester Neighborhood Center, Worcester 

 
The intent of the Listening Sessions was to receive input on any topic considered important to riders or 
non-riders. WRTA officials were present at all and simply introduced the intent of the Regional Transit 
Plan and asked for feedback on what attendees like or do not like about current service and where they 
would like to see changes and new service. 
 
The Mobile Bus Workshops were held in the following locations: 

• 7/25  /14 – 9:00-11:00 AM; Walmart, Leicester  
• 7/25  /14 – 11:30 AM -2:00 PM;  Webster Square Plaza, Worcester 
• 8/8/14 – 7:00-9:00 AM; UMass Medical Center, Worcester 
• 8/8/14 – 9:30-11:00 AM ; Great Brook Valley, Worcester  

 
The Mobile Workshops involved buses visiting areas that were both high in ridership and popular 
destinations for purposes of getting feedback from both existing and potential riders. During the hours 
listed, the bus was open for anyone to stop and talk with WRTA Operations and Customer service staff, 
receive promotional materials and schedules, and to take a customer/rider satisfaction survey or leave 
general comments. 
 
In addition to the above, feedback was also received through targeted approaches to stakeholder 
groups, including surveys of College Students and Summer Youth Workforce, through the Central 
Massachusetts Regional Coordinating Council, and at meetings held jointly with MassPIRG in Sturbridge. 
 
Notification for all outreach activities was widespread, using social media, the website, notices on 
vehicles, and news releases. All notification was provided in English and Spanish, the prevalent 
languages spoken in this area. 

Summary of Feedback 
The feedback from the public outreach that was held varied greatly depending upon the audience. The 
Listening Sessions included the following types of suggestions: 
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• Changes to existing routing, particularly returning service to North Main St, establishing cross-
town routes such as Park Ave, and eliminating bunching on routes. 

• Procedural changes such as making sure buses aren’t leaving timepoints too early. 
• Recommended expansion for more weekend service and to locations like Route 9 East. 
• Improvements to facilities such as additional security at the Hub. 

In addition, feedback was received from specific stakeholder groups, and suggestions were more specific 
to the interests of these groups. For example, feedback from the Westborough Economic Development 
Committee was specific to expanding the Westborough Shuttle to serve more local destinations. All 
feedback was forwarded to URS for analysis related to recommendations for changes in service. The 
WRTA took immediate action on some feedback, such as providing more security for the Hub in 
response to community concerns expressed in multiple venues. 

Surveys 
In addition to the Listening Sessions, the WRTA employed a Customer/Rider Satisfaction Survey to 
obtain additional feedback. The Survey (attached) was administered between late Spring and early Fall 
2014. About 420 surveys were collected, and represented a good cross-section of ridership across the 
system. Most were completed in paper format, although some were completed online. The survey was 
offered in both English and Spanish, and about 4% were completed in Spanish. The survey was 
distributed through face-to-face offerings at the hub, and in Spencer and Southbridge Centers, areas of 
environmental justice, high population density, and two of the highest ridership locations in the WRTA 
system. Announcements were made through WRTA website and all WRTA social media outlets. A link to 
the online survey was placed on informational flyers that were on all buses to attract mobile device 
users to complete the survey while riding on the bus. 
 
Key findings of the survey are: 

• The age demographics are very spread with about 30% in the range of 50-65, 30% 35-49, 20% 
25-34 and 10% each in the 19-24 and 65 and over range.  

• While nearly 70% are low income (under $25K/year household income), 16% are over 
$40K/year, indicating that the WRTA is beginning to attract riders who likely have other travel 
options.  

• More than 50% would have walked if the bus were not available, representing closer proximity 
of origin-destination (although possibly a fairly long walk). Nearly 20% would not have been able 
to travel, and 25% would have needed to use taxi at a significant cost.  

• The top trip purposes are work, shopping, and medical, representing nearly 75% of tripmaking.  
• Riders scored the WRTA on 19 different aspects of service ranging from bus cleanliness to on-

time performance. The WRTA faired best in areas of hub signage and courteous drivers, and 
needs to review performance in areas of customer service and hub cleanliness. 

• Access to the internet is growing rapidly, with nearly 70% of survey respondents indicating that 
they have access, and over 60% saying that they use the WRTA website for information. In 
addition, more than 55% use the WRTA BusTracker, with about half using it via text and half 
using it from the website.  
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In addition to the above survey, a survey was conducted by Worcester Student Government Association 
to college students on their transportation needs and experiences. A copy of the preliminary results can 
be found in Appendix A. 
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WRTA Listening Session for Comprehensive Service Analysis 
Tuesday, July 22nd, 2014 – 5:30 – 7:00PM 

CMRPC Union Hall, Worcester 

Attendees: URS, Steve O’ Neil , Tom Coyne, Jose Rivas Jim Delage – WRTA, Jonathan Church, Mary Ellen 
Blunt, Nick Burnham - CMRPC, Members of the Public: Susan Record, David Bentley, Kathy Huntington, 

Mark Binnall, Tim Shea, Diane, Jo Hart, Terry and L Kelly, Brad Mills 

Steve O’Neil announced the start of the meeting at 5:30 PM and asked for around the room 
introductions. Mr. O’Neil stated the purpose of the meeting was for those present to voice their 
opinions, recommendations, complaints, praises, etc. regarding the WRTA. He explained the 
Comprehensive Service Analysis process and the recommendations and findings that will be concluded 
as a result of the analysis. The comments have been compiled into the corresponding list: 

• Buses at the Hub: Can one bus signal to another bus to wait for passengers that may need the 
connection. An example was given of Route 1 coming into the Hub could signal a Route 2 bus to 
wait, because passengers on the Route 1 bus may need to take the Route 2 bus. 

• Praise for the Hub. 
• Visually impaired riders have issues using the bus system, drivers have the bus door open and 

should audibly announce what Route # they are because the computer generated 
announcements just state the vehicle #. 

• Buses are leaving the Hub prior to the two-minute warning announcements; the 
announcements should indicate the Route #. 

• Assign bus routes to specific bays for easier boarding/alighting for all passengers, particularly 
the elderly and disabled. 

• Identify where disabled/non-disabled live and where those passengers board/alight (hot-spot 
targeting) could work with the Veterans Shelter. 

• Route 30 bus pulled away from its slip at the Hub when the announcement said it was leaving in 
2 minutes. 

• WRTA Staff on the platform should assist passengers get to their bus, particularly on weekends 
during high volume times. 

• Does WRTA Staff on the platform assist with customer service issues? 
o Answer: yes, and do they have enough time to do both tasks? 

• On Saturday mornings, staff should be at the platform to “police” and assist passengers. 
• Security at the Hub: not paying attention to issues as intently as they should, not doing their 

jobs properly. 
o Would police detail work better? 

• Nobody wanted the Hub – all trips are 10 minutes longer and you have to transfer buses. 
• Loop only travels one way, does not make a reverse trip. 
• All fixed routes should run until midnight within the City of Worcester, would benefit paratransit 

passengers as equally. 
• Security- issues with panhandlers, people openly drinking in the waiting area inside the Hub. 
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• Route 7 outbound to Coes Pond Village will drop passengers off, but does not come back as part 
of inbound trip. Is there a way for inbound passengers to board at CPV and ride to Washington 
Heights and then to the Hub instead of walking down First Street to Mill Street (very steep hill). 

• Fluctuate the Route 7 schedule in the PM to provide more time to catch the bus (referring to 
inbound passengers having to cross Park Avenue) 

• Meeting attendee asked for explanation of the new Route 9 to Worcester State University. 
• Meeting attendee asked if the Mass Legislature hire URS for this CSA process. URS explained 

their role. 
• If there was uniform “Statewide Transportation System” money, resources, and personnel 

would be saved. 
• Work with colleges to provide better service for both students and workers, use a private sector 

outlook/approach, perhaps the medical community too. Would benefit community and could 
provide a tax break for the colleges. 

• Seek grant funding for service operations. 
• Is Route 18 coming back in the fall? 
• Route 12 was a great route and should be brought back. 
• Route 12 needed “tweaking” before removing it completely. Rider schedules did not match the 

driver schedules because the drivers would not stop on Franklin Street @ City Hall even though 
schedules listed it as a time point. Drivers did not follow proper routing or scheduling. 

• Route 12 provided longer service (more hours). Other routes should have their hours extended 
to make up for lost operation time. This negatively affected people’s lives. 

• Worcester State University has two separate bus stops, and also has a 500-car parking lot.  
• Hourly bus service needs to have better coordination of routes.  
• Took away buses to areas of May Street and Salisbury Street. 
• WRTA listens to “no one”. 
• Route 12 went into Lincoln Plaza on all trips. Route 23 only does this on select AM and PM trips 

and Routes 16/31 are not viable alternatives to those who live in the Lincoln Street area. 
Meeting attendee referred to a situation when a Route 12 bus never came to Stop and Shop and 
did not follow the proper routing. 

• Route 12 was great to go into Lincoln Plaza. 
• Routes 16 and 31 did not go into Lincoln Plaza on weekends. Also provided access to northern 

Main Street on weekends. 
• Needs to be cooperation/coordination with other RTA’s (ex. MART) for service into the northern 

towns such as Sterling, Leominster, and Fitchburg. 
• System map shows MBTA routing, could possibly add a MBTA stop in SE Worcester along US 

Route 20. 
• Meeting attendee thanked the WRTA and the WRTA Advisory Board for changing the WRTA 

from what it was to its current state. 
• When making service changes, ridership should not be the top reason for route assessment. 

Should look at other aspects, collect passenger signatures/surveys to gauge route usage. 
• Paratransit vans are overflowing; consider more door-to-door service with fixed routes. 
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• Farebox issues: new machines are not working as they should, no ability to make change, also 
not able to purchase passes on machine.  

• If a rider has the money in their hand, let the rider on for free. Exceptions should be made 
because the farebox system is not working. 

• Buses at the Hub say “ARR” instead of “DUE” – this did not change the operations of the bus. 
• Route 18 was cut for summer service on June 30th; meeting attendee requested that service not 

be stopped for summer because there are capacity issues on other routes in the West Boylston 
Street area. 

• Since Route 18 was cut for summer, took away service from northern Main Street and now 
riders only have Route 8 and the Hub Loop. This is killing businesses, access to the courthouse, 
etc. 

• The Hub Loop does not operate every 15 minutes as advertised. 
• All “PT1” transportation is going to MART, why is the WRTA not receiving funding from the State 

for this? 
• Route 7 buses are packed during the AM and PM, could extra buses be added similar to Route 

30? 
• Make the bustracker work properly; drivers should not turn off their trackers. Example was 

given that bustracker says Route 31 will pick up at Lincoln Street @ Denny’s on the inbound trip, 
but in reality it does not stop there. 

• Buses are not listed on the bustracker and will just show up at the stops. This issue frequently 
occurs on Routes 26 and 30. 

• Farebox issues: if a passenger taps their CharlieCard slowly, they can be double charged.  
• The farebox has difficulties processing dollar bills on humid/rainy days. 
• If a passenger puts $2.00 into the farebox, no change tickets are given. How much extra revenue 

has the WRTA made because of the inability to make change. 
• Multiple technical and mechanical issues need addressing. 
• Safety, cleanliness, and on-time adherence needs to improve before any fare increases occur. 
• Bus air conditioning is very cold and inside the buses are humid and moist. 
• Buses to TJ Maxx, Walmart, and Millbury Park and Ride lot would help economically and target 

transit to large employers. 
• 1-day pass: farebox cuts off (time limit) to purchase the pass. WRTA should invest in 

tickets/ticket books like they used to. 
• Route 7 is not going to Family Health Center sometimes, due to the road construction on Queen 

Street. How come passengers are not alerted of this until they are on the bus? 
• Drivers should be better about changing headway signs for interlining route changes or the 

drivers should verbally announce what route they are so that the riders know. Signs inside the 
buses should change to reflect the proper route. 

• Budget should show how money will be spent in advance. 
• Buses travelling along the same route (example Routes 30 and 31) Route 30 could be at a stop 

and a Route 31 bus will go around, even though passengers may have needed Route 31 instead. 
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• Benches at the Hub: some have backs and others do not, please add tactile for the visually 
impaired. 

• Shelters should be added on the platform because it is too cold and windy, especially in the 
winter. 

• Bus stop signs on Major Taylor Boulevard where routes no longer run. 
• Look at other roads for routing (instead of Major Taylor) to improve time, if only on some runs. 
• No WRTA service to any beaches. 
• Why do buses not open windows instead of using air conditioning? 
• Route 27 used to use Bryn Mawr Avenue and Swanson Road, is it possible to switch back to the 

routing. 
• Hub and Customer Service needs to be open during working hours. 

 

 

 

 





WRTA Listening Session for Comprehensive Service Analysis 
Thursday July 24th, 2014 - 1:30 - 3:00 PM 

CMRPC Union Hall, Worcester 

Attendees: Steve O'Neil - WRTA, Mary Ellen Blunt, Nick Burnham, Eric Dorsey - CMRPC, Members of the 
Public - Judith Desoto Vega, Michael Dodds, Robert Rudolph, Leonard Dupont, Madeleine Snyder, 
Ramsay MacInnes, Scott Ricker, Megan Bard (MassLive) 

• Route 2 only comes once an hour, need Sunday service on Routes 3 and 6. 
• Weekends - West Side Routes are poor performing for On Time Performance. 
• Saturday morning, buses start running too late to make a trip on time in morning for the MBTA 

at Union Station. - Particularly Route 3, possibly 90% of Ridership of Route 2 and Route 3 gets 
off at Newton Square. 

• Print Schedule for the Hub - Particularly Downtown Loop. 
• Route 40 Bus? - Bring it back? - Served a bunch of the apartment complexes. 
• Not a fan of holiday schedules - holiday service is too limited, places like Walmart are open on 

holidays and a lot of employees are still dependent on use. 
• New Route 9 - Alternative to Route 2 Newton Square - Routing adjustment - past newton square 

to May Street? 3 Continues on June Street 
• Would like weekend service on Route 29, riders work at Auburn Mall and other places on Route 

12. Suggested Saturday schedule would be 8:30AM to 5:00 PM and Sundays 12PM – 5PM. 
• Winter last year - bus stops were not well shoveled - wants a push to make more funding to 

ensure shoveling is done for this coming winter. Steve said this is a Worcester Public Works 
issue. 

• Continuing on winter - Could be a violation of ADA. City has been irresponsible with snow, as far 
as pushing snow into handicap spots. Too many elderly in the city that are still facing difficult 
accessibility issues. Been going on for several years 

• No stop for St. Vincent Hospital on the Hub Loop. 
• Want to eliminate traffic light use right in front of hub for running time performances. 

o Suggested using Washington Square roundabout and using Summer Street for most 
routes. 

• Statewide Access Pass - valid on all RTA's - Farebox wouldn’t read pass - Charlie Card did similar 
act even though it had sufficient funds. 

• Multiple compliments to the WRTA for making great efforts and providing good service. 
• Need T&G and mailboxes at the Hub. 
• Complimented the late night service on Routes 3 and 15 and would suggest keeping such 

service. 
• Alternatively people do love the Hub mainly because it’s not congesting City Hall and it provides 

great accessibility to the MBTA. However, businesses have been taking a hit near City Hall 
because of lack of foot traffic and sidewalk construction. 

• Early mornings at the hub- buses are pushing the 2 min rule very closely, not waiting an extra 15 
seconds. Frustrating, especially when a route has 60 minute headway. 



• Yellow Dome (ADA Strip for Blind between Bricks– Not Wide Enough) – Public thought was 6 
inches, measured to be 4 inches. Creates an issue because for disabled, a user cannot feel the 
line under their feet and it is difficult to see. 

• Destination signs on the buses: the route number and directional information are all yellow. 
Color coordinated routes would be ideal and easier to understand - Make sure colors are 
effective to use.  

• On Route 29 the ‘Stop Request’ is malfunctioning and will go off even though no one activated 
it. 

• What can WRTA do to make the services more attractive and fun to use – in an effort to bring 
back passengers. Raffle off bus passes, holiday buses to area malls with Santa onboard, etc. 

• A person standing on or in front of yellow line distracting driver is a big issue because it can 
cause driver/rider to miss stops and could even lead to an accident. 

o Should be a rider/driver education point – maybe even include signs/announcements on 
the buses prohibiting such behavior. 

• Fare Issues - complaints about crumpled dollars and using nickels - they want to see others use 
the Charlie Cards. It can take too long for passengers to put their money into the farebox and 
holds up everyone’s time. 

o Another education issue that the WRTA could have signs/announcements for riders to 
have their fares ready to go before they board the buses. 

• Has the WRTA ever studied the ridership on Major Taylor Boulevard from Lincoln Square to the 
Hub? It seems there is low ridership and the WRTA should look into re-routing the buses down 
Main Street North because there are businesses, the Courthouse, and Mechanics Hall that 
people want to stop at. 

• Add a bus stop near Unum for better access to St Vincent Hospital/Foster Street. 
• Passenger Education needs to be improved for those with disabilities. Instead of driver 

reminding those to make room for disabled, consider installing an audio to remind passengers 
every few minutes. 

• Can't always hear the audio inside the hub because of noises from platform and from others 
waiting inside the Hub. 

• Suggestion for the Hub Loop to make it actually operate in a clockwise direction: have one bus 
operating as “clockwise” while the other bus operates “counter-clockwise”. 

 





WRTA Listening Session for Comprehensive Service Analysis 
Tuesday, August 12th, 2014 – 1:00 – 2:30 PM 

Our Lady of the Angels, Main Street, Worcester 

Attendees: Steve O’Neil and Tom Coyne - WRTA, Jonathan Church and Yahaira Graxirena – CMRPC, 
Massachusetts State Representative Mary Keefe,  Members of the Public – Susan Record, William 
Sullivan Jr., David Bentley, Chris Horton, Lynn Norris, Angela Osterda, Gina Hayes, Myriam Mantaluo, 
Olga Cordey, Luz Vega 

• Buses are packed on Route 30, especially with QCC and Salter College students. More time 
should be added to the schedule for students to go from the Hub to the colleges. 

• Need buses down Park Avenue to the colleges.  Young people use transit. 
o Create a route from the Leicester Walmart to the West Boylston Walmart that would 

connect Webster Square, WPI, Greendale Mall, and QCC without having to stop at the 
Hub or Downtown. 

• Spencer High has a Gateway Program for high school students to study at QCC, students would 
need the transportation. 

• Safety concerns, especially at night. Example of a young woman that was followed.  
• Possibility of a park and ride lot at the Leicester Walmart? 

o Need for service outside of Worcester because kids want part-time jobs in Worcester. 
• Issues with the “Hub and Spoke” system, there is a need for cross-city service. 
• Route 42 breaks down in Webster and riders have to wait for the problems to clear. 
• Who is responsible for shoveling bus stops? Concerns with shoveling at Leicester Walmart. 
• Could the WRTA receive permission to designate a section of the parking lot to WRTA riders at 

the Leicester Walmart? 
o Leicester would be willing to work with the WRTA to find a suitable park and ride 

location (if not at Walmart). 
• State is supportive of RTA’s and enhancing the CSA work to increase economic development. 
• Need service on Park Avenue from Summit to the Elm Park neighborhood. 
• Route 30 starts late and does not catch up on time to make connections at the Hub. 
• How does the WRTA reach people that are not taking the bus? 
• Getting from Point A to Point B is impossible with the buses. Some people need to take 3 buses 

to get to work, which takes a long time and is discouraging for passengers.  People stopped 
taking the buses because they were so late, and were “hidden”. 

• Problems with the customer service phone line, unable to make complaints. 
• WRTA needs to improve WRTA image, transparency, and to identify problems to the public. 
• Train drivers to put down the handicap ramp, issues on Route 7. 
• Lots of young people, who work on Route 9 in Shrewsbury, need more Route 15 service. 
• Need more buses on Sundays, 2 hour headways are too long. 
• Scheduling and making any connections are hard to do because of buses “bunching” at various 

locations. More resources are needed for on-road service, look at cost-cutting to provide more 
service. 

• Hub Loop takes about 15-17 minutes when most of the riders are going from the Hub to 
Mechanics Hall. Short turn the route to make it more frequent. 



• Install an electronic system at Front/Main Street with bus tracking ability. 
• Reverse commuting does not work, but should with WRTA service. What the WRTA has done 

does not support downtown or any businesses there. 
• Drivers are attacked by upset customers, what safety measures are in place for them? 
• Does the WRTA listen to bus drivers are take their feedback? 
• Adding time to routes takes away trips. 
• What is needed to improve weekend service? 
• Questions about the increased frequency on Pleasant Street with the new Route 9. 
• Buses are late due to issues with traffic signals that cause the problem. Can the WRTA work with 

Worcester DPW to address this? 
• Can volunteers be bused to a location for various events? 
• Suggest that the WRTA be more open with riders and that is where the biggest issue with upset 

riders comes from. 
• Look at short-turning more routes/trips. 
• Late night service needs to be extended on Routes 23, 31, 16, and 26 to provide more service to 

Lincoln Plaza. 
• More weekend buses to service shopping centers. 
• Should make a different survey for people who are not current riders, the current survey doesn’t 

help. 

 





WRTA Listening Session for Comprehensive Service Analysis 
Tuesday, August 12th 2014 - 5:30 – 7:00PM 

Union Hall at CMRPC Offices, Worcester 

Attendees: Steve O’Neil and Tom Coyne - WRTA, Mary Ellen Blunt and Nick Burnham- CMRPC, Members 
of the Public – Gayle Anderson, Winifred Octave, Gail Goodell, Chris Horton, two unidentified. 

• Praise for the new bus stop installed in front of the DCU Center/across from Unum Insurance on 
Major Taylor Boulevard. 

• Complaints of ongoing issues with the City and others with snowbanks and plowing on Major 
Taylor during the winter months. 

• Could buses continue from Major Taylor onto the new Mercantile Street? If so, could there be a 
bus stop at Mercantile and Front Streets? 

o Might improve scheduling versus the current routes using Foster/Front Streets. 
• Make Route 26 and any other routes that come from Lincoln Street/Lincoln Square use the 

northern section of Main Street instead of Major Taylor Boulevard. 
• When Route 23 is on a snow route, there is no service to Saint Nicholas Avenue/Clark Street and 

those affected either have to take another route or have no service at all. 
• Need a bus that services all of Park Avenue. 
• Route 7 does not regularly operate on Park Avenue due to “safety concerns”, but will operate on 

Park Avenue during a snow route. What is the difference and why can’t it just operate on Park 
Avenue regularly? 

• Routes 7, 23, 24,26 are all high ridership routes that need better service. 
• Has there ever been a process at looking at large employers and their possible need/interest for 

transit? The WRTA should look at where jobs are and see if an employer would subsidize the 
cost of the service until ridership is stable enough to support it. There are lots of jobs in the 
region where there is currently no bus service – Westborough, Northborough, Northborough 
Crossing. 

• Would like to see service reinstated to the Solomon Pond Mall in Marlborough. Consider a 
shuttle or an electric shuttle direct from the Hub to SPM. 

• On Sundays it is difficult to get any buses from Main Street-Lincoln Streets. I missed a bus in 
Webster Square by two minutes on a Sunday night and it was the last run around 6:30PM. 
Should extend Sunday PM service until 7:30-8:00 PM at least. 

o Make more of an effort to hold up buses that are on their last trip. Perhaps have them 
wait an extra minute or two at places that they know people will be at, eg. Webster 
Square. 

• There are no shelters or benches on Major Taylor Boulevard, specifically in the DCU Center area. 
• The new shelters installed at Worcester City Hall are pushed too far back off the street and 

sidewalk area. Makes it hard for drivers to see passengers. 
• No need for the Hub Loop if there were more buses operating on Main Street. 
• Security at the Hub is not doing their job as people are being harassed constantly, and 

robberies. There is no presence of security as they are usually too busy chatting with friends, 
smoking cigarettes, and drinking coffee while they walk around the platform. There are 
alcoholics hanging around and blacking out on the platform. 



• What would the cost be to have the Worcester Police Department provide security at the Hub 
instead of the private security company there now? 

• Could the Route 26 and Route 27 interline be reinstated? 
• Route 42 needs later PM service. 
• Route 8 bustracker has issues with a certain stop near Grove and Chadwick Streets. 
• In the winter, when Routes 4 and 8 were using electric buses, they were often exceedingly late 

and even skipping trips. This makes it really hard when these routes are only offering hourly 
service and then trips are missed. 

• Route 24 late night service is very helpful. 
• Could bus drivers make announcements when they reach the end of the line at the Hub 

announcing any public meetings, such as this one? 
• Should have route schedules at all bus stops, not everyone has a smart phone and can access 

the QR readers. 
• Riders have the ability to text for arrival times based on the bus stop number they are at, but 

not all bus stops have their number listed on the sign. 
• Routes that service the same streets are running too close together and all are not able to keep 

their schedules. This happens on weekdays and weekends, all the time. The routes that received 
the most complaints are listed below: 

o Routes 23 and 26 down Lincoln Street 
o Routes 18, 30, 31 on West Boylston Street 
o Routes 19, 27, 33 on Main Street 





WRTA Listening Session for Comprehensive Service Analysis 
Thursday August 14, 2014 – 1:00 - 2:00 PM 

South Worcester Neighborhood Center, Worcester 

Attendees:  Mary Ellen Blunt, Yahaira Graxirena - CMRPC, Doug Belanger-WRTA Advisory Board, 
Members of the Public – Dave Johnson and Ron Charette. 

• Need more bathrooms at the hub. 
• Need more connections with towns, especially Holden for the Industrial area, and Sterling. 
• Need coverage for more 11pm to 7am job shifts in addition to the existing night service. 
• Bus 25 comes early in the Camp St area. Riders miss their bus often. 
• No bus shelters on Route 25 alignment. Would like one at the Cambridge/Southbridge plaza. 
• Concern about upcoming construction on Cambridge St and communication with neighborhood. 

Suggested that low tech is better than high tech: 
o Meeting with neighborhood at SWNC to present plans and possible detours 
o Flyers to churches (SWNC could help coordinate) and Canterbury St School 

 

 





WRTA Listening Session for Comprehensive Service Analysis 
Monday August 4, 2014 - 5:00 - 6:30 PM 

Centros las America, Worcester 

Attendees: Tom Coyne - WRTA, Mary Ellen Blunt, Yahaira Graxirena - CMRPC, Mark T Binnall-WRTA 
Advisory Board, Members of the Public – Paul W. Sloan, Terry Kelly, L. Kelly, John Carnegie,  Jo Hart, one 
unidentified. 

• Bus stop on Cambridge St. near Southbridge St (in front of nursing home) needs to be moved 
about 75-100 feet west.  It’s too close to curve and very dangerous. 

• 585 Lincoln St (Spectrum Methodone Clinic) clients would like express bus (petition signed by 
110 people). They have a hard time getting there before the clinic closes, especially on Saturday 
mornings when they close the doors at 12 noon. The weekday times for the clinic are 6:30-noon, 
and 3-5:30pm. They want just one express run, and feel that they also fill up the buses and 
others would rather they be on their own bus. 

• Need more lighting at the hub at night. 
• Bus announcements at hub not in synch especially for the blind (previous meeting commenter) 
• Benches at the hub should have backs.  
• Happy with bustracker. 
• M ticket app would be a good addition to let a rider purchase a ticket at a bus stop and it 

simultaneously lets the driver know that a passenger is at that stop. Use WPI to develop and 
pilot the app. 

• Website is good to locate bus stops. 
• Utilize bus promotion with employers to develop opportunities to trade carbon credits for 

employee bus usage, maybe with MassRides program. 
• (Repeated by same person at other meetings)  

o Main St North needs more service; buses; need buses in front of Courthouse 
o Route 18 needed in the summer for Salter and other colleges.  
o Too many back-to-back buses especially on connecting routes 
o More security needed at hub 
o More hub hours on weekends 

• Clean and disinfect bus each day 
• Need change machine and ATM at the hub 
• Restore service cut on Route 31 in Sept ‘13 
• Wants driver to stop at 119 South Main st, Leicester but driver says it’s not safe (visually 

impaired) 
• Buses need communication with each other (telemetry connection). 
• PBSI – need to let rider know which type of vehicle is coming when there are multiple rides 

requested 
• Asked if Salter College pays for service 
• Wants service to College Hill/Jerome Ave/Packachoag; maybe detour a few trips from Routes 29 

or 42 that way each day for the 130 elder housing units. 
• Wants smartcard for paratransit service 
• Wants shelters at the hub for protection from wind. 



• Wants later service hours; more routes and service after 1am. 
• Wants buses to Ecoterium and Solomon Pond Mall. 
• Wants TVM at City Hall 
• Suggested that WRTA align with a Merchant Account Company to coordinate better and tie in 

better to apps. 
• Dunkin is closed on weekends; need more options like vending machines or more vendors. 
• Move the hub across the street and the hotel onto the current hub site; safety issues with street 

crossing. 
• Kids fare – monthly pass needed; should be 16 and under; 16-college years needs a discounted 

pass that employers can purchase for them 
• “census enumeration value”; not sure what this was referring to. 
• Discounts for veterans. 
• More service on Sundays; start earlier.  
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WRTA Listening Session for Comprehensive Service Analysis 
Thursday, August 8th, 2014 – 5:30 – 7:00PM 

Jacob Edwards Library, Southbridge 

Attendees: Steve O’ Neil , Albert Vecchia – Southbridge Town Council, Mark Carron – Center of Hope 
Foundation and Former State Rep, Janice Dyer, Tim O’Day – SCM Elderbus, Joshua Benant, Gus Steeves – 
Southbridge Town Council, Maureen Doyle, Terry Kelly, L. Kelly, P. Bogbustle, Margaret Morrissey – Jacob 

Edwards Library Director, Luis Cornier, Mary Ellen Blunt and Nick Burnham – CMRPC. 

Steve O’Neil announced the start of the meeting at 5:30 PM and stated the purpose of the meeting was 
for those present to voice their opinions, recommendations, complaints, praises, etc. regarding the 
WRTA. He explained the Comprehensive Service Analysis process and the recommendations and 
findings that will be concluded as a result of the analysis. The comments have been compiled into the 
corresponding list: 

• Need weekend service. 
• Need extended daily service, last run to Southbridge from Worcester is at 5:30PM and many 

attendees requested adding a run at 7:30PM. 
• Extend the current Route 29 routing to include the Big Y and Big Bunny shopping plazas, and 

Harrington Hospital. Housing developments and major manufacturers should have bus service 
as well. 

• Would a circulator type bus work in Town? Similar to the Elderbus/Readybus model, where 
smaller passenger vans would pick up passengers on-demand and provide trips in Southbridge, 
Nichols College, Dudley District Court, Charlton, Sturbridge, etc. 

• There were lots of bus routes and trolleys in Town in the 1960’s-1970’s, and there should be 
more in-town routes and service. 

• Start the first weekday trip earlier than 6:30AM. 
• No shelters or anywhere to sit and wait in Town. 

o Prime locations for shelters and/or benches would be on Mechanic, Main, Central, and 
Worcester Streets. Could have one at Quinsigamond Community College because there 
are often students pooling and waiting together at the street corner. 

• Could there be a shuttle that provides service to just Big Y, Big Bunny, and Harrington Hospital? 
• There is a misnomer in Town that just the poor/low-income ride the bus. We need marketing 

and to get the word out that the bus is for everyone and not just for low-income and elderly 
that rely on public transportation. 

• Need some type of ITS and bus stop signs because it is unknown when the bus will be coming. 
• Need to make announcement at the WRTA Hub is the bus is running 45 minutes+ late. 

o Customer service needs to be more assisting with the bustracker, if you ask for an 
estimated time of Route 29 they only reply with “It’s coming” or “It’s on its way” 

• Harrington Hospital is the largest employer and only major medical complex in Town. There are 
patients who need daily care and have to rely on others to give them rides or take expensive cab 
rides frequently.  
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o If the current route were extended to serve the hospital, the hospital would be 
interested in having bus shelters installed. 

• Praise for the WRTA for even having service in Southbridge, especially service to Worcester. 
• Need more service within Town to bring Worcester ridership to Southbridge. Make the service 

attractive to serve the multiple population centers in Town. Need to make use of extended 
service hours (late night, weekend) for employment, social, recreational uses, etc. This would 
improve local infrastructure, increase property values, and make Southbridge more attractive. 

• Could have local advertising on buses to make Route 29 known to everyone in Town. 
• Public transportation is a hot topic in local politics. 
• Could there be 2 Route 29 buses at once? One providing inbound service, as the other provides 

outbound service. 
• A petition of local resident signatures to expand service was provided by a local citizen. He 

explained that people would like extended PM service (even if it were only one trip at 7:30PM). 
Also, he provided a potential routing deviation so that the bus could serve the Walmart in North 
Oxford. He said that many people who use Route 29 have no service to shopping centers on the 
current routing, and suggested that if there were even limited weekend service, it didn’t need to 
come into Worcester but could at least go to the aforementioned Walmart. 

• People are still having difficulty with transportation within Town. Stressed the need for service 
along the Big Y-Harrington-Big Bunny corridor. 

• There is no knowledge of the Route, getting the word out is highly needed. Have more paper 
schedules in more places; maybe even have something on the local cable access channel. Need 
more awareness on the Town website. Could include the schedule at Big Bunny, and they would 
put the schedule in their weekly sales flyer. 

• Charlie Card access: how can we get a TVM in Town? Consider installing a TVM at the Jacob 
Edwards Library, or local stores. 

• Any possibility of expanding MBTA commuter rail to either Southbridge or Charlton Depot? 
• This listening session is a great idea, but if there were another, could it be on Saturdays instead? 
• The current weekday route is fine, but a weekend route is strongly needed for people to go 

shopping, and run errands. Service is needed to the Walmart in Oxford and to the Walmart/Stop 
and Shop shopping plaza in Sturbridge. 

• Since all WRTA buses are equipped with bike racks, there could be a push to advertise 
Southbridge as being bike-friendly. 

• Attendee requested ridership numbers and the current stop usage. 
• At the first of the month, the bus can be full with 35-36 passengers on a 35’ foot bus, is there a 

possibility to have larger buses at certain times?  
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Appendix A 
Preliminary Results of WSGA Transport Survey 



Preliminary Results of WSGA Transport Survey

Description and Executive Summary
 For the past several months, the Worcester Student Government Association has been 
distributing to college students a survey on their transportation needs and experiences. The 
survey was developed collaboratively by the WSGA and the Consortium, with input from the 
WSGA. The goal is to provide detailed information to policymakers. The survey is still open to 
new responses, and we hope to gain data from Nichols, Anna Maria, and others. 
 So far, 814 students have completed the survey, from the following colleges: Clark, 
Becker, Assumption, College of the Holy Cross, Quinsigamond Community College, Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute, and Worcester State University. On the whole, the survey shows that 
Worcester college students frequently leave campus, but infrequently use public transport to do 
so. Only 75 out of 814 described themselves as regular riders of the WRTA. 343 students 
admitted they did not know where the nearest bus stop was. Some students even expressed 
surprise at the knowledge that a public bus system exists. 
 Overall, students reported enthusiastic support for the idea of a cross-campus shuttle or 
bus, and a substantial portion indicated willingness to pay for such a service. Open comments 
revealed a wide range of opinions, but frequently contained an expression of frustration or 
desire for more options. Opinions did not vary widely across campus on any subject, with the 
exception that a far higher proportion of QCC students already use the WRTA. Across class 
years, freshman were understandably less likely to have used the WRTA. 

Results
Some additional questions have not been shown due to irrelevance to this report or due to a low 
number of respondents - for example, we asked students who were cross-registered about their 
specific transport needs, but only 30 students were asked those questions.
 
1) What year of college are you in? 
32% freshmen, 27% sophomores, 19% juniors, 22% seniors, 1% graduate students

2) How often do you leave campus to go to….



3) What days of the week do you often leave campus? (Pick more than one).
20% Monday, 21% Tuesday, 24% Wednesday, 37% Thursday, 84% Friday, 82% Saturday, 52% 
Sunday

4) Do you own a vehicle?
32% Yes, 68% No

 4a) If yes, do you pay for a parking pass?
 58% Yes, 42% No

5) Have you used the WRTA bus service (public transit) in Worcester?

 
 5a) If Yes, are you a regular rider?
 30% Yes, 70% No

 5b) If no, do you know where the nearest bus stop is?
 34% No, 66% Yes

6) What would motivate you to sue WRTA transit, or use it more frequently? (Pick 
more than one if necessary). 

No
68%

Yes
32%



7) What destinations in Worcester would you like to go to? (Pick more than one if 
necessary). 

8) Would you want to see a shuttle service to take students from campus to 
campus? 

 8a) If Yes, what times would you want it to run (pick more than one)?
 57% weekday mornings, 77% weekend nights, 48% weekday nights, 6% other

9) Would you be willing to pay for a shuttle service from campus to campus?
38% Yes, 62% No

10) Are you cross-registered at a school other than your own?

No
12

Yes
88

No
96% Yes

4%



11) Do you have any other comments?
 We received hundreds of other comments. Many mentioned that bus schedules were 
inconsistent - many others mentioned easier transport to Union Station being an issue. Reduced 
rates for college students were an unsurprisingly possible suggestion.

Conclusion
 As a representative of Worcester students, the WSGA thinks the verdict is clear - 
students want safe, reliable transport both around Worcester and from campus to campus. We 
support the reestablishment of a Consortium shuttle and hope to work with the WRTA to 
further our mutual goal of greater student engagement with the system. 

        Sincerely,

        Jean Pierre Miralda, President

        Patrick Reilly, Vice President

        Dale Watt, Executive Clerk

        January 21st, 2015
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